
350 SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

ceives that a proposition cannot be true and false, under the same

cir-cumstances;unless there be some artifice practised in the use of

terms. An assertion cannot be true in theology, and false in geology,
or any department whatever of sientific knowledge; nor inversely.

It really is an insult to men's understandings, to admit indirectly,
that there are affirmations or doctrines in the records of revealed

religion, which are disapproved by the clearest evidence of science;

and then to proscribe investigation, with a solemn pretence of mys
teries not to be inquired into, an hypocritical tone of reverence for

sacred things. The veil is transparent; no man can be deceived by
it: but it is lamentable that any should attempt to deceive by it.

We greatly wrong the interests of knowledge, and prejudice our own

improvement, when we but scent to admit that theology is an insu

lated portion of science, which may be safely pursued by itself, and

which yields no advantages to other departments. True theology,
on the contrary, attracts to itself, illustrates, and harmonizes all other

knowledge. It. is the science which relates to the Author and Pre

server of the *hole dependent universe; whatever may be known

concerning him, for the noblest purposes of intellectual improvement,
of personal virtue, and of diffusive happiness. It is formed by strict

induction from the works and the word of God; natural notices, and

positive revelation. It is the friend of all science; it appropriates
all truth ; it holds fellowship with no error.

. It is impracticable. This kind of ban upon a reasonable, an

inevitable query, is never submitted to by any person of sound under

standing. Either he receives the assumption,-and, as its conse

quence, he rejects covertly or openly the truth and authority of the

Bible; or he searches out the matter fairly and fully, and then he

learns that the assumption is false.

Is it then the fact, that. such fair and impartial inquiry will bring
out this result Is it, after all, an erroneous assumption, that the

declarations of Scripture and the sensible demonstrations of geologi
cal science, pointedly contradict each other Does not the Bible

teach that the moment of the Supreme Being's first putting forth

his creating power, was only about six thousand years ago And

do not the undeniable phenomena of stratification, and other facts,

demonstrate that opr globe (to say nothing of the rest of the solar

system, and the astral universe,) has existed, has passed through
countless changes, such as are continually in progress, and others of
a more intense character, which rational estimation must suppose to

have required a period for their production so vast as to fill us with
astonishment,-which no calculator ventures to lay down,-which

probably amounts to millions and millions of years 7
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